
  

SUN CITY SHADOW HILLS COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 
Golf Advisory Committee 

Tuesday, June 2, 2015 
       MINUTES 

 

I.       CALL TO ORDER & INTRODUCTION OF NEW MEMBERS: 
 

Chairman: Dave Bakshy called the meeting to order at 2:00 PM  
Members Present: Pete Anderson, Joanne Gageby, Don Hauser, Sue Henricksen, Joyce Johnson,  
Board of Director’s Liaison Present: Gregg Middlebrook  
Staff Liaison Member Present: Rich Smentana 
SHGC Director of Golf: Tony Chavez 
SCSH Information Committee Member: Jerry Irwin 
Western Golf Properties Representative: Edward Schiller 
  

II.       Joanne Gageby’s resignation and replacement:  
Cory Stevens was introduced as the new Representative for the Ladies Nine Hole Club  

           

III.    APPROVAL of March Minutes:  March’s Minutes were approved as submitted 
 

 IV. SUPERINTENDENT’S REPORT:  Our new Superintendent, Leonard Colvin, was  
  introduced. He gave a brief history of his experience on Southern California Golf Courses, 
  then presented the following report. Scheduled and on-going projects include–  
  aerification of the South and North Courses, implementation of the quake machine,  
  (for which he has ordered extra dry sand), monitoring of the course irrigators, adjusting the 
              height of the mowers, the use of surfactants to improve water absorbsion quality of the 
              greens, fertilization of the tees and greens, and cleaning and maintaining the shops. 
 
 V. GENERAL MANAGER’S REPORT: Please see Tony’s report as attached. During the 
              report, Ed Schiller presented a video of the quake machine in action, with aerial views of  
              how the process appears topographically. 

 
VI.      OLD BUSINESS:  

   Cart Assembly Area Expansion – Tony presented a rendering of the plan that will be 
presented to the HOA Board. The proposal calls for a wider path through the 
parking area, 25 additional spaces for cart parking and a covered area for the 
Starter. Three bids were received, ranging from $41,000.00 - $55,000.00. 

    Putting Green Enlargement: Ed Schiller presented a second potential plan for the 
improved putting area.  It was considered too expensive and it would look like it was 
”added on” not part of the original design.  Leonard expanded on the original plan of 
keeping the green in its current location, but expanding and improving it and its 
surrounding landscape. It was moved by Sue, and 2nd by Don, that Western Golf 
obtain plans and estimates for the Practice Putting Green Expansion, per Leonard’s 
suggestions. Motion passed. 

    Nuisance Trees Removal Schedule: Tony and Leonard reported on the situation 
with nuisance trees on the North and South Courses. It was decided to do a 
thorough trimming of all trees in question at this time. 



    Water Conservation – Turf Reduction:  Ed suggested that we thank the CVWD for 
their proposal, and ask them to come back with a number more in line with what 
other water districts in Southern California are offering. Chairman Bakshy requested 
that Tony and Leonard come up with a short term plan. 

 
VII.     NEW BUSINESS: 

 

      Homeowner Joan Helm gave a presentation, transcript attached, of her concerns 
  regarding the cutting of the reeds on the three ponds just North of the Main Gate 
  and East of Jefferson. (The Golf Course is responsible for maintaining these lakes  
  as they flow into the ponds on holes #3-7 of the South Course.)  She shared  
  photos of the wildlife that depend on that area for their habitat and asked us to 
  consider not cutting the reeds so often, as it threatens the survival of that wildlife.  
 Joan would like to see that area become a wildlife refuge for SCSH. A brief  
 discussion of the history, and difficulty,  of reed maintenance in that area, was  
 followed by a suggestion from Leonard that we use a different approach.  
 He suggested that because we are a member of the Audubon Society, we consider  
 designing a plan, with lower maintenance foliage that would allowing viewing  
 enjoyment from the neighboring homes and walking paths, while maintaining the  
 security of the wildlife. Leonard promised to do some research on the issue, and  
 report back to us. 

    HOA Board Member John Council’s suggestion for a drop area was tabled for 
clarification. 

    Homeowner Jerry Miller’s request to change the mowing schedule on the North 
Course was not able to be granted. 

    Bunker renovation proposal: After a discussion of Schmidt Curley’s suggestions that 
we remove the “tails” and lower the faces, it was decided that we would be incurring 
a rather large expense. Instead, the Committee requested that Leonard prepare a 
more immediate, short term proposal for bunker improvements.  

    At Jerry Irwin’s suggestion, GAC Representatives will ask members of their 
respective clubs, with Handicap Flags, to be respectful of other golfers, and our 
course, and be careful as to where they park their carts. Suggest parking beside or 
behind the greens, and far from the edges as possible. 

    Jerry also suggested that we consider purchasing battery chargers for a wider 
variety of golf carts. Discussion was tabled. 

    Discussion of the Montecito Putting Green was tabled until the next meeting. 

    The survey of golfers suggestions for improvements was postponed until next Fall, 
when more members are in residence. 

    Tee Times Plan: A sub-committee of Don Hauser and Gloria Mossman will gather 
statistics and information necessary for the Committee to make a recommendation. 
In the meantime, Chairman Bakshy recommended that Tee Time Reservations be 
limited to 1 foursome, per call per resident. 

   Articles for the View and SCSH Web Site regarding Course Improvement: Jerry 
volunteered to work with Tony and write the articles. 



    Other New Business:  Don Hauser reported that Al Manty would like us to deal with 
the inequity of the current “point system”. The issue was tabled until the committee 
begins discussions of the 2016 budget. 

 
 
 
X.     UPCOMING MEETING DATE   
  

        The next Golf Advisory Committee meeting is to be held on July 7, 2015.  
 

XI.    ADJOURNMENT 
 
         The meeting was adjourned at 5:15 
 
 


